Financial aid offers are the primary tool colleges and universities use to communicate eligibility for federal, state, and institutional financial aid programs to their prospective and current students. Institutions of higher education develop their own financial aid offers, taking into account many factors, including the format of the educational programs they offer, and the population of students they serve.

In recent years, some aid offers have come under scrutiny for lack of clarity, potentially leading to misunderstanding of the financial aid package and confusion among students and families. In 2012, responding to White House and Congressional pressure to standardize financial aid offers, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) introduced its optional Financial Aid Shopping Sheet which, as of 2016, was being used by about 45% of Title IV-participating institutions1. Initially intended as a voluntary guide, ED instead opted to develop a standardized, prescriptive template, but offered institutions the choice of whether to use it.

STANDARDIZED CONTENT VS. STANDARDIZED FORMATS

Standardized elements on financial aid offers makes sense, and NASFAA supports efforts to improve aid offers. To that end, NASFAA commissioned its own task force2 in 2012 to examine aid offers in depth, and in 2014 added aid offer minimum requirements to its Code of Conduct3. Students should be able to understand the sources and types of financial aid they are being offered, and the terms used to describe the aid should be applied consistently across institutions to avoid confusion. Students should be presented with a clear summary of the institution’s costs in the aid offer, breaking down both the costs they will see on their bill (direct costs, like tuition) and the estimated costs they should anticipate incurring (indirect costs, like transportation). Finally, students should be made aware of the eligibility requirements to renew their aid in future years.

However, mandating standardized financial aid offer formats is not a quick fix for the complex process of applying for and understanding financial aid. NASFAA engaged an independent third-party to consumer-test three aid offer templates, including ED’s Shopping Sheet, in 2012 and found no clear winner among the three, demonstrating the challenge of effectively communicating complex financial aid information.

Compliance with a standardized aid offer format would be akin to fitting a square peg to a round hole for many institutions.
KEEPING THE AID OFFER TRUE TO ITS PURPOSE

Aid offers are intended to communicate financial aid eligibility to students. When considering what content should be included in that offer, it is important to remember that there is limited real estate, and only so much information that can be conveyed on one offer or screen. Instead of attempting to squeeze many pieces of consumer information into a one-size-fits-all aid offer, institutions can, instead, provide links on the aid offer for more information, freeing up the visual layout of their aid offer to display the information that the student is more immediately concerned with, while providing easy access to other resources for the student to access when that information is most relevant to them.

While a student’s ability to compare aid offers—the main argument behind requiring a standardized format—may be beneficial, it is not the primary purpose of the aid offer. In fact, the matter of comparison is irrelevant for the vast majority of FAFSA filers. In 2015-16, three of four overall FAFSA filers, and more than half of freshman FAFSA filers, listed only one institution on the form1, meaning that they will consider just one financial aid offer. A clear aid offer in any user-friendly format will help students understand their eligibility for financial aid, but a rigid format with comparison as its primary purpose may not add value for most FAFSA filers. For those students wishing to compare multiple financial aid offers, an aid offer comparison worksheet such as the one developed by NASFAA in 2017, in combination with standardized terminology and content, would achieve the need for comparison without sacrificing flexibility for institutions.

WHAT CONGRESS CAN DO

1. Pass legislation that requires standardized terms and elements of the financial aid offer, similar to those included in NASFAA’s Code of Conduct, but which does not restrict institutions’ ability to communicate financial aid eligibility to their students in the way that is most meaningful and relevant to them. For those students who wish to compare financial aid offers, the use of consumer-tested, standard terminology and common data elements on the aid offer will ease comparison.

NASFAA has identified five elements that belong in an aid offer because they foster informed decisions about accepting aid, assist families in financial planning, and facilitate apples-to-apples comparisons between schools:

- Breakdown of estimated individual Cost of Attendance components, including which are direct (billed by the institution) costs vs. indirect (not billed by the institution) costs;
- Clear identification and proper grouping of each type of aid offered indicating whether the aid is a grant/scholarship, loan, or work program;
- Estimated net price;
- Standard terminology and definitions;
- Renewal requirements for each aid type being offered as well as next steps and financial aid office contact information.

2. Avoid requiring a standardized financial aid offer to preserve the ability of colleges and universities to properly and clearly communicate the varying student aid options available at that institution.
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